
An apt metaphor for geologic thinking is a palimpsest 

manuscript when in medieval times, texts written on 

parchment – a commodity that required a lot of labour to 

produce – were often scraped and re-inked.

Always, though, some vestige of the older text remained.

Similarly, landscapes have their histories written all over 

them, scraped by erosion and overwritten many times. Once 

you become attuned to the earlier scribbles, it’s 

impossible not to see them.

Marcia Bjornerud, Sedimentary Thoughts

I really like this from geologist Marcia Bjornerud-

And more from Marcia:- rocks are “not nouns, but verbs.” 

Not only do they teach us the language of solidity, but they 

are permeated with stories; they record time.



Welcome
News and Forthcoming Events

The Map

Dr Susan Marriott
Old Red Sandstone rivers and floodplains: 

processes, palaeosols, and trace fossils

Questions

Refreshments

www.geo-village.euThe Teme Valley Geological Society

PS—these notes with links are on the web site under ROTM and Starters

If you wish to follow them

http://www.geo-village.eu/


Forthcoming Events

www.geo-village.euThe Teme Valley Geological Society

GeoParkWay Inspection Tuesday 13th December

Meet at MMH at 0930, cars needed; distance +-4 miles

http://www.geo-village.eu/


23rd January 7.30pm MMH, Mr David M Hall, 

SulGeology Ltd--The Geology of the Yemen 

27th February 7.30pm MMH, Tim Atkinson, 

UCL, Sand Grains on Speed – radioactive 
particles in the sea off the north coast 
of Scotland



The

Map
Previously unmapped,

The Knighton sheet, 180,

Has after several years of

work been completed by

Dr Arthur Tingley and team

WELL DONE!



Guide to the Geology of the Shelsleys
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• Produced for a local project we hope this new guide will be useful.  
It has all been checked and approved by the appropriate 

authorities and we will use it on the geoparkway survey.  Sample 
print out at the back.



Over to Kay


